Power

To help remove the mystery of electrical drawings, DIRTT Power is
designed for you and delivered to you using intelligent, 3D software
called ICE®. ICE shows you your space in 3D. You and your team
determine the best placement and quantity of power needed for
each work area. ICE automatically adds the components needed all
the way back to the electrical panel, either through the ceiling or an
access floor, and does the specifications and pricing for you. Any
changes you make, even in 3D, are instantly modified in the quote and
parts list. The design becomes the order. It is sent to DIRTT containing
all the instructions for manufacturing your exact electrical needs.
Modular interiors are only as agile as the infrastructure running
through them. When electrical wiring is hardwired to each location,
it becomes an anchor. However, if modular interiors have agile
plug & play DIRTT Power running through them, you not only cut the
anchor – you control your future.

Electricity is the unseen engine in our workspaces.
If you did happen to see the labor involved with installing conventional electrical
components in your workspace, you’d be shocked. The engine running our
organizations is basically handmade by several people using raw materials
delivered to your space. Time is spent pulling and cutting wire and bending
pipes. Materials are wasted because they are cut to size. The cost of that wasted
material is calculated into your price, so your money is wasted. When everything
is finally installed you have a very expensive, wasteful anchor that will not adapt
to your needs.
DIRTT Power is a quick-connect, pre-tested and adaptable solution. All your
electrical requirements arrive at your site in the correct lengths with factory-built
components ready to go. The journeyman does the connections in one location
while less expensive tradesmen simply click the connections together. No cutting.
No bending pipe. No waste. No contingency fee. If you need to move any of
your outlets around later, your facilities team simply unplugs and plugs without
disrupting the rest of the chain.

THERE ARE ALWAYS RISKS
IN FREEDOM. THE ONLY
RISK IN BONDAGE IS
BREAKING FREE.
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